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1: The Original White House Cook Book, Edition by F. L. Gillette, Hugo Ziemann ()
This cookbook is the exact reprint of the original White House Cookbook, which has been a favorite, and therefore in
print for decades. For the purpose of a better insight as to what this cookbook offers.

Monday, March 31, White House Cookbook: I love the way they feel. I love the way they look. I love the way
they smell. They are even better if there is a personal inscription penned on the inside cover. If you also
happen to be a lover of all things old and antique, then you will most definitely enjoy reading this. My
Grandmother gave this to me a few months ago, just because, and it is by far one of the most favorite gifts that
I have ever received. She bought it with my late Grandfather in southern Indiana decades ago. The binding is
completely loose, the pages are worn and tear easily and I have to be incredibly gentle when handling it. When
she bought it, there were numerous newspaper clippings and handwritten recipes enclosed and she kept them
all in tact. When I read this book, I am instantly whisked away to a different world. I really enjoy reading it.
Notice that the recipes are not written as they are today. There are no lists of ingredients nor specific cooking
temperatures and the measurements are sometimes estimates. They used rustic birds like pigeons and squabs.
Scattered through the book are portraits of the women of the White House. One of my favorite things about
this book are the old newspaper articles that were clipped and tucked away. Most of the clippings include
recipes, but I like to read the articles and advertisements that are printed on the reverse side. Take a look at this
recipe for Crisp Potatoes I am fascinated by all of the illustrations of scenes in and around the White House. It
is incredible to think that some of the items in these pictures are still in the White House today. Even though
this book was written ages ago, a lot of the material is still relevant. More of the ladies. There is a huge section
of desserts that I hope to try and share them with you soon! Another fun little clip tucked away This article
was entertaining. It discusses etiquette for ladies who use the dressing rooms on trains. This is one of my
favorite sections as it lists seasonal foods for each month of the year. This is fun as well! Menu planning for
each month of the year as well as for holidays and celebrations. Fried chicken was on the menu for the 4th of
July. At the end, it goes into some home remedies and recipes for those who are under the weather. Helpful
hints for all different ailments. This book literally covered everything on how to run a tight ship at home. I
wish I could time travel back years just to see what it was like! I hope you enjoyed this deviation from my
usual recipes.
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2: - The White House Cook Book Edition by F. L Gillette
I got the White House Cookbook on one of my last trips to DC, and have paged through it once or twice. This weekend
we moved all the cookbooks to a new bookcase that is upstairs, near the kitchen, I used to bring hubby t-shirts, but often
they didn't fit right - he's too msucled for a L, but an XL swims on him.

Gillette and Hugo Ziemann. The book is comprised of recipes, cooking techniques, etiquette instruction,
household care, and cleanliness tips used in the White House. It rapidly became a bestseller after its
publication and an essential cookbook in kitchens across America. The Original White House Cook Book
includes more than five hundred recipes for soups, meats, vegetables, pastas, desserts, sandwiches, and more.
Additionally, it includes hundreds of tips and tricks as well as a foreword written by John Moeller, White
House chef from to Customer Book Reviews An Entertaining cookbook -- with much information still usefull
today. By Majormusiclover on Feb 04, This cookbook is the exact reprint of the original White House
Cookbook, which has been a favorite, and therefore in print for decades. Gillette made a life-long and
thorough study of cookery and housekeeping, especially as it is adapted to the practical wants of the average
American home. Hugo Ziemann was at one time caterer for the Prince Napoleon who was killed while
fighting the Zulus in Africa. He was steward of the Hotel Splendide in Paris. And at the Hotel Richelieu, in
Chicago, his cuisine won the appause of even gourmets of foreign lands. Every recipe had been "tried and
tested" before it was included in the cookbook. And this book was intended to give knowledge to
housekeepers of all classes. Embodied here are some original features. Such as -- 1. Menus for the holidays.
Menus for one week of each month, for the entire year, which would cover all varieties of seasonable foods.
Convenient classification of topics, and explanations of preparing. Detailed instructions for carving of:
Interesting information about the "White House", menus served on special occasions, views of the interior of
the White House, and portraits of all the ladies of the White House to the point of this edition book. For
convenience the book is in large, plain type. Some recipes offered are not of much need nowadays, such as
how to make catsup or home-made yeast. But some of the "sauces for puddings" sound yummy! The
"Measures and weights" page is fun. Did you know that "2 Wine-glasses equal one gill or half a cup"? The
contents cover a vast variety of topics and recipes. Although there is much information that is more
entertaining then would be applicable, there is also much information that would still be usefull today in
Great Raisin Pie Recipe! By L2b2 on Dec 10, My Grandmother was pleased to receive this version of the
White House Cookbook to replace one she had lost many years ago. It has an awesome Raisin Pie recipe that
she always raved about, but we had never tasted! We have now remedied that! At first, I was concerned that
the fabled "Raisin Pie" recipe was missing from this version. But, thankfully it was found under "Lemon
Raisin Pie"?!! Now you know the secret ingredient! Stafford on Dec 19, I am not a chef on any account except
the freelance sort of cooking that comes out "just right" from time to time. This book, however, has gripped
my interest in antiquity rather that gastronomy. It is filled with little oddities that are no longer practiced in
any kitchens that I know of. It certainly is a fun book to browse through COFFEE CAKE One cup of brown
sugar, one cup of butter, two eggs, one-half cup of molasses, one cup of strong, cold coffee, one teaspoon of
soda, two teaspoons of cinnamon, one teaspoon of cloves, one cup of raisins or currants, and five cups of
sifted flour. Add the fruit last, rubbed in a little of the flour. Martin Van Buren, Mrs. Andrew Jackson and
many others. The Recipes can be very simple with ingredients that you might have in your Pantry, or can be
more Complex and Elaborated. There are Recipes for all types of Tastes and Needs: I made some of the
Recipes, they were easy to follow and Create and I was surprised how well the Food Items came out. Every
Recipe has been tried and tested and it can be relied upon as one of the Best of its Kind" This is American
History at its Best! By Clfnyc on Jun 30, This book is really a treat! Fried mush for breakfast with plenty of
other things and antelope for dinner! Interesting By Joan S. Davis on Jun 06, I bought this book so that I
would know more about the history of the White House. If you like American history you will like it even if
you are not a big cook. But it is also fun to read about what they ate years ago. There are also health and
housekeeping suggestions that are fun to read. Then you can decide it they were really the good old days.
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Excellent product and service. It was exactly what I was looking for, was in excellent condition, and was
promptly received. Not the best version of this book available. By Joseph Banfield on Jun 02, Although this
book is quite stunning looking with its gold foil stamped artwork on the cover and the gold gilded pages, it is
not technically a faithful reprint in any sense of the word except regarding the actual text, which is all there.
This edition is simply a paperback version with hard covers applied since the pages are glued in like a
paperback instead of sewed into traditional signatures. For this edition of The White House Cookbook the type
was entirely reset to a smaller more ornate font to reduce the number of pages used during printing. Not all of
the pictures from the original made it into this edition. Especially noticeable is the missing full page picture of
Francis Folsom Cleveland just before the title page, which has been moved to the center of the book for some
odd reason. The picture plates of the former first ladies are not those used in the edition and have been
modified or taken from a later edition of the book. The size of this book is noticeably larger than an oringal
copy both in width and length and is about half the thickness of an original. If you are looking for an actual
reprint of this book, either of the two earlier reprint editions will do the job. They were made from an original
copy and are the same size and thickness and have the same page numbering and font as an original, but
without the picture plates of the first ladies, nor hardly any other pictures either. It was a gift. Loved gift at
wedding shower By Maureen R. Good insight into how it was way back then. By Diane Graham on Dec 11,
This book is so different from any cookbook written in modern times. Original spelling and language of the
time. Also included are directions on how to clean lace, how to set a table when the President entertains, how a
cold is caught, and descriptions of holiday meals in the White House. In her thank-you note she said the only
recipe she may not try is the Mary Todd Lincoln Squirrel stew Thanks for making this available. Usually I do
not do this, but I read several chapters prior wrapping it. Then, the receiver and I had such great fun to learn
recipes and will try some recipes that are easy. But, also we are grateful that Cooking is no longer an all day
affair in the home. The seller did a good job and I give our thanks. Beautiful, big By M. Harris on Feb 27,
Beautiful, big, original looking hardcover book. People see this on my bookshelf and always pick it up! Old
made new By Viking on Sep 14, This was purchased as a gift. The book was a hit. There are obvious quaint
qualities from such old kitchen secrets. The new owner of this cookbook set out immediately to try out the
recipes. Wonderful By Barbie on Sep 12, Enjoying this book. By Cyndi Eskew on Aug 12, I purchased this as
a gift for my sister. Five Stars By Ann R. Add a Book Review Book Summary: Gillette , Hugo Ziemann. This
particular edition is in a Hardcover format. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
3: Recipes from The Original White House Cook Book ()
The Original White House Cook Book, Edition by F. L. Gillette Published in , The White House Cookbook set a new
standard for perfection in the culinary arts. During his tenure as Steward of the White House, Hugo Ziemann personally
catered to the First Family as well as countless American statesmen, foreign dignitaries, and celebrities.

4: The White House Cookbook | Arts & Culture | Smithsonian
www.enganchecubano.com: The Original White House Cook Book, Edition () by F. L. Gillette; Hugo Ziemann and a
great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now at great prices.

5: The Owl with the Goblet: White House Cookbook : Edition
The Original White House Cook Book Edition H/C Reprint. 1 product rating - THE ORIGINAL WHITE HOUSE
COOKBOOK FACSIMILE EDITION By Devin Adair HC/DJ.

6: The White House Cook Book Edition by Fanny Lemira Gillette
The White House Cook Book, a Comprehensive Cyclopedia of Information for the Home, Containing Cooking, Toilet and
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Household Recipes, Menus, Dinner-Giving, Table Etiquette, Care of the Sick, Health Suggestions, Facts Worth
Knowing, Etc. (Paperback).

7: German addresses are blocked - www.enganchecubano.com
Initially published in , The Original White House Cook Book is a cooking compendium penned by F. L. Gillette and Hugo
Ziemann. The book is comprised of recipes, cooking techniques, etiquette instruction, household care, and cleanliness
tips used in the White House.

8: Editions of The White House Cook Book Edition by Fanny Lemira Gillette
Presidential favourites have been compiled within this historic recipe book. Includes portraits of Martha Washington and
Mary Todd Lincoln, the White House Kitchen and Great State Dining Room.

9: White House Cook Book Sale | Up to 70% Off | Best Deals Today
This Edition of the White House Cook Book is years old! She bought it with my late Grandfather in southern Indiana
decades ago. The binding is completely loose, the pages are worn and tear easily and I have to be incredibly gentle
when handling it.
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